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Abstract. Developing a computational method based on user relationship strength
for multi-dimensional recommendation is a significant challenge. The traditional
recommendation methods have relatively low accuracy because they lack considering
information from the perspective of user relationship strength into the recommen-
dation algorithm. User relationship strength reflects the degree of closeness between
two users, which can make the recommendation system more efficient between users
in pairs. This paper proposes a multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation
method based on user relationship strength. We take three main factors into con-
sideration, including the strength of user relationship, the similarity of entities, and
the degree of user interest. First, we introduce a novel method to generate a user
candidate set and an entity candidate set by calculating the relationship strength
between two users and the similarity between two entities. Then, the algorithm
will calculate the user interest degree of each user in the user candidate set to each
entity in the entity candidate set, if the user interest degree is larger than or equal
to a threshold, this particular entity will be recommended to this user. The perfor-
mance of the proposed method was verified based on the real-world social network
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dataset and the e-commerce website dataset, and the experimental result suggests
that this method can improve the recommendation accuracy.
Keywords: Recommendation system, social network, user relationship strength,
user interest, entity similarity
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as all kinds of social networks (such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace,
etc.) are developing rapidly, these websites have become the major platforms for
people’s life, work and entertainment. Moreover, recommendation systems have
been widely used in many e-commerce websites that can recommend products to
target users according to the recommendation algorithms. Generally, the traditional
recommendation algorithms ignored the user relationship in social networks, but the
fact is that friends tend to have similar shopping preferences, and consumers may
purchase a product based on what their friends purchased as well. Therefore, the
traditional recommendation algorithms have relatively low accuracy in practical
applications.
In recent years, many studies have addressed how to connect social networks
to e-commerce websites in recommendation algorithms. The traditional recom-
mendation algorithms mainly include the collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithm [1, 2, 3], the content-based recommendation algorithm [4, 5, 6] and the
knowledge-based recommendation algorithm [7, 8, 9], etc. In the collaborative fil-
tering recommendation model, when the collaborative filtering recommendation al-
gorithm is based on similar users, its performance is bad. And when the algorithm
is based on similar entities, it results in some problems, such as data sparseness
and cold start. In the content-based recommendation model, the recommendation
results show that it is not ideal for unstructured information. In the knowledge-
based recommendation model, the additional information that needs to be provided
manually is required, and the information is not only difficult to obtain but also
expensive. Therefore, from the perspective of user relationship strength, we sug-
gest that more recommendation factors should be comprehensively considered in
the recommendation system in order to achieve consumer satisfaction and maximize
business profits.
Based on this analysis, we propose a novel multi-dimensional comprehensive
recommendation method based on the social network. First, we present three al-
gorithms to calculate user tightness, user interest degree and entity similarity, re-
spectively. These algorithms are developed according to the social network analysis,
such as the interaction frequency between users, comment stability, and similar com-
munities. Then, an entity candidate set is generated based on the entities in the
e-commerce website, and a user candidate set is generated based on the users in the
social network. After that, the novel recommendation algorithm will recommend
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entities from the entity candidate set to the target user. The recommended entity
must satisfy certain conditions by using the correlation algorithm to the users in
the user candidate set. To the best of our knowledge, considering both the entity
similarity dimension, friend’s tightness dimension and user interest dimension in
recommendation methods was rarely studied before. And since the social network
characteristics will affect users’ purchase motivation to some extent, considering
social network factors in the recommendation method can improve the recommen-
dation accuracy.
In general, our work aims at improving the recommendation performance by pro-
viding a novel recommendation algorithm that can take both the user relationship,
entity similarity and user interest degree into consideration. The main contributions
are summarized as follows:
1. Three methods were introduced to define and estimate the tightness between
users, the similarity between entities, and the user interest degree, respectively,
by considering the comments stability between users, friend reliability, inter-
action frequency, mutual neighbors and similar communities, and some entity
attributes.
2. A novel multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation method based on
user tightness, entity similarity, and user interest degree was proposed to rec-
ommend entities to the target users from the perspective of user relationship
strength.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature
related to this study, Section 3 presents the problem definition, Section 4 introduces
the multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation method, Section 5 presents
the experimental results, and Section 6 concludes this study and provides some
future suggestions.
2 RELATED WORKS
Recommendation system first introduced by Resnick and Varian [10] can provide
product suggestions for users when users do online shopping based on informa-
tion retrieval and information filtering. In general, the recommendation system
contains three elements, including entities, users, and recommendation algorithm.
According to different algorithms, recommendation systems can be divided into four
types, which contain content-based recommendation systems, collaborative filtering
recommendation systems, knowledge-based recommendation systems, and hybrid
recommendation systems [11, 12].
A content-based recommendation system needs to calculate user similarities
based on their historical purchase records, and extract user characteristics by statis-
tics and machine learning methods. This system has been applied in many areas. For
example, Puglisi et al. [13] proposed a content-based recommendation method and
user privacy technique in social-tagging systems. Musto et al. [14] proposed a rec-
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ommendation system by learning word embeddings from Wikipedia. Gu et al. [15]
introduced a method by learning global term weights to the content-based recom-
mendation system. In general, the content-based recommendation system can be
used to deal with structured information (news and articles) well. However, for the
unstructured information, it has a relatively low performance.
Recently, the collaborative filtering recommendation method has become one of
the most successful methods that can realize personalized services. This method
needs to calculate the similarity between the target user and the other users. And
users with a bigger similarity tend to purchase similar products. The collabora-
tive filtering method has been applied in many systems, such as joke recommenda-
tion [16], news recommendation [17] and movie recommendation [18]. Additionally,
Fang et al. [19] proposed a generalized cross-domain collaborative filtering frame-
work that can integrate social network information seamlessly with cross-domain
data. Du et al. [20] developed a method based on the trust network that can im-
prove the system performance greatly. Although the collaborative filtering method
has been widely used, there are still some problems that need to be solved, such as
data sparsity and scalability.
The knowledge-based recommendation system usually needs to use additional
information about the current user and effective entities based on knowledge. This
kind of system is often applied to specific areas, such as e-learning recommen-
dation [21], music recommendation [22], and e-commerce product recommenda-
tion [23]. The major advantage of the knowledge-based recommendation system
is that it can avoid the cold start problem because it does not need to rely on user
information to calculate the product entity scores [24, 25].
The hybrid recommendation system employs a new algorithm that can com-
bine the above three recommendation algorithms. For example, Wang et al. [26]
proposed a hybrid recommendation model that contains two key components: in-
cremental update item-based collaborative filtering and latent semantic analysis
based relative term frequency algorithms. Zhu et al. [27] proposed a hybrid model
combining the collaborative filtering algorithm with the knowledge map to rep-
resent the learning method, which can improve the recommendation performance
greatly.
However, the previous methods still have some problems. First, most of the
recommendation methods took only one factor into consideration, such as only the
similarity between users, the similarity between entities, and the user’s interest to
the entity. Second, the traditional recommendation methods cannot be applied to
social networks, which will affect the recommendation accuracy. In order to solve
the above problems, in this study, we propose a multi-dimensional comprehensive
recommendation method based on user relationship strength in social networks.
This method considers and quantifies the tightness between users, the user explicit
interest to entities, and the entity similarity, which can improve the recommen-
dation performance in accuracy, coverage, and the recommendation diversification
compared with traditional recommendation systems.
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3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The social network is a graph model that can describe the relationship between users.
The vertexes in the graph model represent users, and the edges between vertexes
represent the user relationship. The binary relation of social network graph can de-
scribe the relationship between users, which is consistent with the social connection
between people in real life. Since a user and his (her) friends are most likely to have
similar interests, prediction of user’s preferences based on his (her) friends’ interests
is often used in the recommendation system nowadays. The relevant definitions are
described below.
Definition 1 (Community Model). A community C = 〈CV,CE〉 is a sub-graph of
the social network, and it is composed of users who have similar interests, where
CV ⊆ V , CE ⊆ E.
Definition 2 (Tightness of Users). The tightness of two users reflects the closeness
degree between them. The frequent contacts between the source user and target user
normally represent that they trust each other, which means the link between them
is stable. Therefore, to compute the tightness of users, five aspects are considered
in this paper, including the comments stability, the friend reliability, the interaction
frequency, the mutual neighbors and the similar communities. The tightness of
users is denoted by closeness(su, tu), where su represents the source user, and tu
represents the target user.
Definition 3 (User Interest Degree). User interest degree I(v|item) reflects the in-
terested level that the user v is to the entity item. It is commonly used to predict
the purchase probability of a user to a particular entity. The user interest can be
divided into explicit interest and implicit interest. Explicit interest can be expressed
directly by the users’ behaviors, such as commenting, browsing time, forwarding, and
approving. The implicit interest means that the user may purchase the products in
the same category as the product he (she) purchased before.
Definition 4 (Entity Similarity). The entity similarity sim(itemk, itemj) describes
the degree of consistency between two entities, where itemk denotes the entity k
and itemj denotes the entity j. The entity similarity is calculated based on four
attributes, including category, price, quality, and discount.
With the notations introduced above in Table 1, we define our recommendation
problem as follows. Given an e-commerce website, let user ui ∈ U = {u1, u2, . . . , un},
where U denotes a set of users, the friends set of user ui is denoted by friend(ui) =
{friend1, friend2, . . . , friendx}. Now, if a user ui has already purchased an entity
itemj ∈ Item = {item1, item2, . . . , itemm}, then some entities from Item will be
recommended to ui’s friends from the friends set friend(ui), based on the tightness
of users closeness(su, tu), entity similarity sim(itemk, itemj) and user interest degree
I(v|item).
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Algebraic Symbol Description
C The community is composed of users with similar interests
C = 〈CV,CE〉 A sub-graph of social network
CV ⊆ V The users in the community belong to users in the social
network
CE ⊆ E The edges between users in the community belong to the edges
in the social network
su The source user
tu The target user
closeness(su, tu) The tightness strength between user su and user tu
itemk Entity k
itemj Entity j
sim(itemk, itemj) The similarity of two entities
I(v|item) The interest level of user v to an entity item
Table 1. Algebraic symbols corresponding to the description
The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 1. The social net-
work consists of a large number of users and user relationships, expressed by a graph
model which is the basis of the multidimensional comprehensive recommendation
algorithm based on user relationship strength proposed in this paper. We need to
complete the calculation of the user relationship strength in this research on the
basis of social networks, and it is crucial for the establishment of our recommen-
dation model. The core recommendation algorithm module is comprised of three
sub-modules M1, M2, and M3. The sub-module M1 represents the modeling and
analysis of user relationship strength. In this sub-module, if the relationship strength
between user ui and ui’s friend friendy, denoted by closeness(ui, friendy), is larger
than or equal to a threshold γ, then the user friendy will be added to the user
candidate set R user. The sub-module M2 represents the modeling and analysis of
entity similarity between entities. In this sub-module, if the user ui has purchased
an entity itemj, then calculate the entity similarity sim(itemk, itemj) between the
itemj and itemk ∈ Item. And if the similarity is larger than or equal to the thresh-
old α, this particular entity itemk will be added to the entity candidate set R item.
The sub-module M3 represents the modeling and analysis of how the users in the
user candidate set are interested in the entities in the entity candidate set. If the
interest degree of the user ui ∈ R user to the entity itemk ∈ R item is larger than
or equal to the threshold β, then the entity itemk will be recommended to the
user ui.
Obviously, the core modules of the multi-dimensional comprehensive recommen-
dation method proposed in this study are the sub-models M1, M2, and M3, which
can calculate the user relationship strength, the entity similarity, and the user in-
terest degree, respectively. Therefore, the three sub-modules will be introduced in
detail in the next section.
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M1
Calculate the tightness of users
Select users for User Candidate Set
M2
Calculate the similarity of entities
Select entities for Entity Candidate Set
M3
Calculate the interest degree of user
Select recommendation or not
Analyze the user relationship strength
R_user User Candidate Set
selected user
Analyze  the similarity of entities
R_item Entity Candidate Set
selected item
R_user R_item





closeness( ui , friendy )＞ γ
sim ( itemk , itemj )＞ α







Figure 1. The architecture of the multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation
method
4 METHOD
4.1 Tightness of Users in Social Network
The connection between users contains direct connection and indirect connection in
the social network graph model, whereas only the direct connection is considered
in this study. The strength degree of a link reflects the closeness between the two
users [28]. A bigger strength degree of a link indicates there is more frequent contact
between the source user and the target user, which means they trust each other in
a stable way [29]. Normally, four aspects between users are considered to calculate
the user tightness, including the comments stability, the reliability of users, the
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frequency of interaction, and mutual neighbors and similar communities [30]. It is
shown in Figure 2, where the su represents the source user extracting from the social
network, and tu represents the target user that is connected directly with the source
user. For example, assume that there is a source user su whose target user tu is from
the set of users directly connected to su. To calculate the user tightness between su
and tu, firstly, the scores of COM STA(su, tu), MUT REL(su, tu), INT FRE(su, tu)
and C nei-com(su, tu) need to be calculated separately, then the score of the user
tightness is calculated based on these four scores.
source user target user other users closeness calculating 
Social Network
Comments Stability : COM_STA(su,tu)
Mutual Reliability : MUT_REL(su,tu)
Interactive Frenquency : INT_FRE(su,tu)





implicit relationship between users explicit relationship between users
Figure 2. Four dimensions when calculating the user relationship strength
4.1.1 Comment Stability
The comment stability reflects the comment fluctuations from the source user to the
target user. Many studies have found that higher comment stability indicates the
more similar comments of the source user to the target user, and vice versa [31].
Therefore, the stability of the comments can reflect the tightness between users. The
comments set between the user su and tu is represented by COM(su, tu), the total
number of comments set is represented by |COM(su, tu)|, and the average number of
comments is represented by com(su, tu). Therefore, the comments stability between
the source user su and the target user tu can be calculated by the following equation:
COM STA(su, tu) = 1−
√∑|COM(su,tu)|




For example, a user a sends comments to a user b, and the comments set
is COM(a, b) = {1, 1, 2, 3, 3}, the average number of comments is represented by
com(a, b) = 2. Assume that the user b gives comments to the user a, and the com-
ments set is COM(b, a) = {2, 1, 3, 2, 2}, then the comments stability value between
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the source user a and the target user b can be calculated as follows,
COM STA(a, b) = 1−
√
(2− 2)2 + (1− 2)2 + (3− 2)2 + (2− 2)2 + (2− 2)2
5
≈ 0.3675.
4.1.2 Mutual Reliability Degree
The mutual reliability degree represents the reliability between two users, and it is
reflected by three aspects: reliabilities of the comment, forwarding and approving.
In this paper, given two users that are connected directly, the reliability degree
considering all three factors can be denoted by
R C(u1, u2) = {v1 = reliability com(u1, u2), v2 = relibility for(u1, u2),
v3 = reliability apr(u1, u2)} (2)
where v1 represents the reliability of the comments, v2 represents the forwarding
reliability and v3 represents the approving reliability. Then the mutual reliability
(denoted by MUT REL(su, tu)) can be calculated by Equation (3).
MUT REL(su, tu) =
∑3
i=1R C(su, tu) · vi ×R C(tu, su) · vi√∑3
i=1 (R C(su, tu) · vi)
2 ×
√∑3
i=1 (R C(tu, su) · vi)
2
. (3)
For instance, there are user a and user b, and the reliability degree R C(a, b)
from a to b is 0.7, reliability degree R C(b, a) from b to a is 0.6. Assume that v1, v2
and v3 of R C(a, b) are 0.6, 0.7, 0.5, and the v1, v2 and v3 of R C(b, a) are 0.5, 0.6,
0.3, respectively. Then, the mutual reliability can be calculated as follows:







Interaction frequency can signify the relationship between users in social networks.
To retrieve the degree of interactive frequency, three indicators will be used, includ-
ing the number of interactions in unit time, the average time length of interaction,
and the average interaction time interval.
For the source user su, assume that the maximum number of interactions be-
tween this user and the user’s friends is MAX[num(su)]uk in unit time uk. Among all
these interactions, the longest time length of a continuous interaction is denoted by
MAX[len(su)]uk, and the shortest time interval of these interactions is denoted by
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MIN[int(su)]uk. The numbers of the past interactions from the source user to the tar-
get user is denoted by NUM(su, tu)uk in unit time uk. The average time length of the
past interactions from the source user to the target user is denoted by LEN(su, tu)uk,
and the average time interval of the past interactions is denoted by INT(su, tu)uk.
Then, in this study, the interaction frequency denoted by INT FRE(su, tu) can be
calculated by Equation (4):





where |Unit| is the number of time units, and lk is the value of interaction frequency















Assume that there are user a and user b, and let the maximum number of
interaction, the longest time length of continuous interaction, and the shortest time
interval of the interaction be 8 minutes, 25 minutes, and 5 minutes in this example,
respectively. If the number of the past interaction from a to b is 5, and let the
average time length and the average time interval of the past interactions be 20










assume the total number of user interaction time units |Unit| is 5, and the values
of interaction frequency factors lk in these unit times are 1.3, 1.1, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.5,
respectively. Then the interaction frequency can be calculated by
INT FRE(a, b) =
1.3 + 1.1 + 0.6 + 0.7 + 0.5
5
= 0.84.
4.1.4 Common Neighbor and Similar Community
Since community can promote interactions between users, common neighbors and
similar communities are used to evaluate the link strength between users in this
study. First, considering similar community, customer intimacy is decreasing as the
growth of the community scale, which means the smaller size community will bring
more contributions than the larger community. Second, the number of common
neighbors also reflects the link intensity between two users. That is to say, two
users who have more common neighbors will generate a stronger relationship between
them.
The source user community is denoted by Csu and the target user community
is denoted by Ctu. Then, the intersection between the source user community and
the target user community is denoted by SameCi ∈ Csu ∩ Ctu, in which the source
user and the target user have their neighbors set expressed by NSameCi(su) and
NSameCi(tu), respectively. Here, we use |SameCi| and |SameCi(su)| to express the
number of members in the community SameCi, and the number of neighbors in
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the set SameCi(su), respectively. Therefore, the common neighbors and similar
community expressed as C nei-com(su, tu) can be calculated by Equation (6) as
follows:















For example, to make it easier to understand, we assume that the number
of intersection communities between the source user and the target user is 2, i.e.
|SameCi| = 2. Meanwhile, we suppose that the number of the intersection between
the source user’s neighbors set and the target user’s neighbors set in these two
common communities are 12 and 16, and the number of the union between those
neighbors set are 20 and 20, respectively. Then, the common neighbors and similar
community can be calculated as follows:




















At last, according to the community stability COM STA(su, tu), the mutual
reliability degree MUT REL(su, tu), the interactive frequency INT FRE(su, tu), and
the common neighbors and similar community C nei-com(su, tu), we can calculate




[COM STA(su, tu) + MUT REL(su, tu)
+ INT FRE(su, tu) + C nei-com(su, tu)]. (7)
4.2 Entity Similarity
Entity similarity is the similarity degree between two entities on the same attribute,
which is an important consideration when designing a complete entity recommen-
dation system. Entities contain various attributes, such as price, category, quality,
discount, size, color, etc. The attributes of an entity can uniquely identify the cor-
responding entity. Normally, four attributes of an entity are considered to calculate
the entity similarity, including entity category, price, quality, and discount [32]. In
this section, we will introduce how to calculate the similarity degree of two entities,
denoted by sim(itemk, itemj), where itemk represents entity k and itemj represents
entity j. Both the entity k and entity j are from the same entity library, shown
in Figure 3. The calculation of the similarity degree between the entity itemk and
the entity itemj is based on the entity category, price, quality, and discount. The




× (sim type + sim price + sim quality + sim sale) (8)
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where sim type, sim price, sim quality and sim sale represent the type similarity,
the price similarity, the quality similarity and the sale similarity, respectively. If the
similarity degree between the entity itemk and the entity itemj is larger than or equal
to a threshold α, and the value of threshold α is mainly based on the experiment
in Section 5 to obtain the optimal solution, then the entities should be put into the
entity candidate set R item. In the following sub-sections, we will introduce how to
calculate sim type, sim price, sim quality and sim sale, respectively.
the entity itemk the entity itemj other entities entity library
similarity calculating between entities
itemk
itemj
Entity Type : sim_type
Entity Price : sim_price
Entity Quality : sim_quality
Entity Sale : sim_sale
Similarity Calculating 
implicit relationship between entities
Figure 3. Four dimensions when calculating the entity similarity
4.2.1 The Calculation of Entity Type Similarity Degree
Normally, customers will search for products based on the category name, which
makes the entity category become the primary consideration in the entity recom-
mendation system. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method based on tree
structure to calculate the similarity degree of the entity type.
The tree structure with n nodes is a hierarchical data structure that is defined
with branch relation. In any non-empty tree structure, only one specific node can
become the root node. And if there is more than one node in the tree (n > 1), then
the rest of nodes can be divided into m (m > 0) mutually disjoint finite sets, T1,
T2, . . . , Tm, and every set itself is a tree structure called subtree. For example, in
Figure 4 a), there is a tree with only one node; in Figure 4 b), there is a tree with 13
nodes, and among which, A is the root node, the rest are divided into three mutually
disjoint subtrees T1 = {B,E, F,K,L}, T2 = {C,G} and T3 = {D,H, I, J,M}. For
the subtree T1, the root node is B, and the rest four nodes are divided into two
mutually disjoint subtrees again, which are T11 = {E,K,L} and T12 = {F}.
A subtree is a child node of its root node, the root node is called the child node’s
parent. The child nodes with the same parent are brother nodes, such as node K
and node L are brothers in Figure 4 b). The ancestors of a node are the nodes that
traverse from the root to itself. For example, in Figure 4 b), the nodes A and C are








































Figure 4. The tree structure: a) tree without child node, b) tree with multiple child nodes
is in the first layer, the children of the root node are in the second layer. And if
one node is on the layer l, the subtrees of this node are on the layer l + 1. If the
parent nodes of two particular nodes are on the same layer, then these two nodes
are cousins. For example, node E and node G are cousins, which is because their
parent nodes B and C are on the same layer.
In this paper, we build a tree structure to calculate the type similarity degree
of two entities. In this tree structure, entities within the same category will be in
the same subtree. The concept of the layer is introduced to distinguish which layer
the entity belongs, ci means the category on the layer i, where i ≤ 4, such that c1
represents the first entity category. The distanace(itemx, itemy) means the category
distance between the category of entity itemx and entity itemy. For example, in







root node child node
Figure 5. An example of the entity category
When calculating the similarity degree of the entity category (denoted by
sim type), it is required to consider if the categories of these two entities are on
the same layer. If the categories of two entities belong to the same layer, then the
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similarity degree calculation equation of the entity category is shown below.
sim type = ci
√
1
1 + distance(itemx, itemy)
(9)
where ci represents the layer of the category, distance(itemx, itemy) means the cat-
egory distance between the category of entity itemx and entity itemy. For example,






If the categories of the two entities are not in the same layer, then the similarity






1 + distance(itemx, itemy)
. (10)







. And the value range of sim type is from 0 to 1.
4.2.2 The Calculation of Entity Price Similarity Degree
Consumers will take price as an important consideration when purchasing prod-
ucts. Therefore, the price similarity between two entities will be one important
factor of entity similarity. To calculate the price similarity, the entity price will
be converted into the elasticity coefficient, then calculate the entity similarity ac-
cording to the price range. For example, 39 = 0.39 × 102, if the price range is
in 0.39 × 102 ± 0.39 × 101, it is the effective candidate entity; otherwise, it is not
the effective candidate entity, assuming that the effective candidate entities are de-
noted by R P{item1, item2, item3, . . .}. The calculation of sim price is shown in
Equation (11).
sim price = 1− |pricea − priceb|
pricea
(11)
where pricea is the price of the selected entity itema, and priceb is the price of the
candidate entity itemb, which is from the entity candidate set. The value range of
sim price is from 0 to 1 as well.
4.2.3 The Calculation of Entity Quality Similarity Degree
Entity quality is another important consideration to make entities recommendation.
The entity quality similarity, denoted by sim quality is calculated based on user
evaluation according to our common sense. The comment score in total is denoted
by max, and the comment score in average is denoted by ave. If the comment
score of an entity is equal or greater than ave/max, then put this entity into the








where scorek is the comment score of the selected entity. The value range of
sim quality is from 0.8 to 1 according to the value of ave/max calculated based
on the available data.
4.2.4 The Calculation of Entity Discount Similarity Degree
Since consumers will consider if an entity is on sale when making a purchase, the
discount similarity between two entities will also be introduced as a factor in entities
recommendation system. When calculating the discount similarity between two
entities denoted by sim sale, the discount degree of the target entity is written by
sale, if the discount degree of the selected entity is greater than sale and sale is
greater than zero, then put this particular entity into the recommended candidate





where sale k is the discount degree of the selected entity and the value range of
sim sale is from 0 to 1 as well.
4.3 The User Interest Degree
The user interest degree reflects how a user is interested in an entity, and it can
be quantified by a value to predict the purchase probability of an entity [33]. The
user interest can be divided into explicit interest and implicit interest. The explicit
interest can be expressed directly by users’ behaviors, such as commenting, browsing
frequency, forwarding, and approving [34]. The implicit interest degree is mainly
extracted and analyzed by user’s relationship because the link relations between
users can show possible implicit interest, which was introduced in Section 4.1. It
is obvious that the explicit interest can be evaluated through the users’ behavior
directly, while the implicit interest needs to be extracted by the user relationship.
Therefore, only the explicit interest is considered in this section.
In this study, the direct behaviors made by users are used as interest evidence
to calculate the explicit interest degree, including forwarding, approving, following
and comments. Then, to calculate the user interest degree by interest evidence, we
need to consider two aspects. First, the explicit interest is measured by the level
and weight of the interest evidence, and each interest evidence will have a different
effect on the user interest degree. Second, the explicit interest is affected by the
influence degree of the entities, which means users will be more interested in the
entity that has a bigger influence.
Taking these two considerations into account, the calculation of the explicit in-
terest degree of entities is introduced below. Assume that the interest evidence from
the previous behaviors of the user v is denoted by Diej ∈ {Die1, Die2, . . . , Diem},
and P (Diej) denotes the frequency of interest evidence Diej. If the user does n
interest evidences to an entity, then the interest evidence set can be expressed by
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IE = {ς1, ς2, . . . , ςi, . . .}; and P (item|Diej) indicates the probability of Diej in the
interest evidence of an entity item. The weight of each interest evidence Diej is de-
noted by right(Diej) (right(Diej) ∈ [0, 1]). Then, the explicit interest value about













× λimpact, n ≥ 1,
(14)
where λimpact is introduced to represent the influence of explicit interest except im-
plicit interests, and Pv(Diej|item) denotes the occurrence probability of the interest
evidence Diej for the entity item, and it is calculated as follows:
Pv(Diej|item) =
p(Diej)× Pv(item|Diej)∑m
j=1 (P (Diej)× Pv(item|Diej))
. (15)
For instance, there are two evidences, i.e. m = 2, and the values of Pv(Die1),
Pv(Die2), Pv(item|Die1) and Pv(item|Die2) are 0.3, 0.2, 0.6 and 0.7, respectively.
Then, the occurrence probability of the interest evidence Die1 for the entity item,
i.e. Pv(Die1|item) can be calculated by,
Pv(Die1|item) =
p(Die1)× Pv(item|Die1)
P (Die1)×v(item|Die1) + P (Die2)× Pv(item|Die2)
=
0.3× 0.6
0.3× 0.6 + 0.2× 0.7
= 0.5625.
Next, based on Equation (14), the explicit interest value I(v|item) can be cal-
culated according to the above calculation results. For example, firstly, when the
condition n = 0 is true, the value of I(v|item) is zero. When the condition is true, to
make the calculation easier, we assume that the influence of explicit interest λimpact
is 0.8, the value of rightςi∈Die1(Die1) is 0.6 and n = 1. Then the explicit interest














× 0.8 = 0.27.
To calculate the concrete weight of right(Diej), the inherent relationships be-
tween the interest evidence need to be considered, that is because some interest
evidence may appear continuously and simultaneously. For example, the interest
evidence of long time browsing is likely to happen simultaneously with the interest
evidence “approving” or “add to favorite list”, and they may influence each other
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and strengthen the contact. From this point of view, the basic principle of the weight
calculation of interest evidence is similar to PageRank [35]. It means the more im-
portant interest evidence is likely to be associated with the other important interest
evidence. In this study, the interest evidence y caused by another interest evidence
x is denoted as: x → y for convenience. Therefore, the set that is associated with
interest evidence Diei can be expressed as:
L(Diei) = {Diej|∃(Diej → Diei) ∧ (i 6= j)}. (16)










where p(Diei) means the probability of interest evidence Diej among the previous
behaviors of the user, and L(Diej) means the number of interest evidence that link
with interest evidence Diej.
Since the user interest will change by time, we propose a dynamic prediction
method based on the aging algorithm to describe the change of interest. Assume the
explicit interest about the user v to the entity at timestamp tn−1 is I(v|item)n−1, the
explicit interest about the user v to the entity at the next timestamp tn is I(v|item)n.
Then the predicted explicit interest at timestamp tn is based on I(v|item)n−1 and
I(v|item)n. The calculation method is in Equation (18).
I(v|item)n = ξ × I(v|item)n−1 + (1− ξ)× Change Iv(item)n. (18)
At last, if the explicit interest degree of a user to an entity is greater than or
equal to a given threshold β, where the value of β is based on the experiment in
Section 5 to obtain the optimal solution, then the user will be interested in this
particular entity.
4.4 Multi-Dimensional Comprehensive Recommendation Algorithm
Based on Social Network
In this study, a trust-based multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation al-
gorithm on social network is proposed, which mainly contains four algorithm mod-
ules, including the user candidate set algorithm, the entity candidate set algorithm,
the user interest degree algorithm, and the comprehensive module recommendation
algorithm. The four algorithms will be introduced in the following sub-sections,
respectively.
4.4.1 User Candidate Set Algorithm
The model of the proposed recommendation method is based on trust between users
on social network, and the assessment of trust is mainly based on the strength of
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Algorithm 1 Get user candidate set R user
Input: Current user, curuser; The friend set of current user, friend(curuser); The
number of users in the social network, n
Output: R user
initial R user = ∅;
for int i1 = 1; i1 < length(friend(curuser)), friendi1 ∈ friend(curuser); i1++ do
if closeness(friendi1 , curuser) ≥ γ then
friendi1 → R user; // Put friendi1 into the user candidate set R user
else
friendi1 ×R user; // Do not put friendi1 into the user candidate set R user
end if
end for
the user relationship. If a current user has a higher relationship strength with his
(her) friend user, that means there is a greater similarity between them. Then,
the purchased entities of the current user will be recommended to this particular
friend user [36]. The ultimate goal of the user candidate set algorithm is to retrieve
the user candidate set R user for each current user curuser. This method can join
the user candidate set with the friends who have a strong relationship with the
current user. This process will inevitably include some new users, who may also
have the recommended entity set corresponding to them, which can solve the cold
start problem to some extent. The method in detail is introduced in Algorithm 1.
The time complexity of this algorithm is O(n), where n represents the number of
users in the social network.
closeness(user ,  friend)≥γ no
Do not put 
friend into 
R_user
Users in Social Networks
yes
current user current user's friends
 friends of the current user's friends
R_user
Added to the user candidate set 
Put friend into 
R_user
 The current user and  the friend user
current user's friends
Figure 6. The flow of user candidate set algorithm
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Figure 6 shows the general flow of Algorithm 1. On the left side of Figure 6, the
red dot in social network circle represents the current user, and the orange dots that
are directly connected with the current user represent the current user’s friends, and
the remaining gray dots represent the friends of the current user’s friends. If the
user relationship strength between the current user and the friend user is greater
than or equal to the threshold γ, where γ is set by the experiment in Section 5 as
well, then the friend user will be added to the user candidate set R user; otherwise,
he (she) will not be added.
4.4.2 Entity Candidate Set Algorithm
Since the ultimate goal of the recommendation system is to recommend the corre-
sponding entities to users, and the e-commerce websites contain a large number of
entities, the entities that are similar to the purchased entity need to be chosen as
the recommendation entities. In another word, the current user has purchased an
entity A, then the entity B that is similar to the entity A will be recommended to
the friend users who have similar preferences with the current user. Therefore, the
entity candidate set R item that contains similar entities with a particular entity
needs to be obtained. The method in detail is shown in Algorithm 2. The time
complexity of this algorithm is (m logm), where m represents the number of entities
in the initial entity candidate set.
Algorithm 2 Get entity candidate set R item
Input: Current user purchased an entity, itemj; The similar entity set of itemj,
R item0; The number of entities in R item0, m
Output: R item
initial R user = ∅,
friendi1 ∈ friend(curuser) ∩ closeness(friendi1 , curuser) ≥ γ ∩ friendi1 did not pur-
chase itemj;
for int j1 = 1; j1 < length(R item0), itemj1 ∈ R item0; j1++ do
if sim(itemj1 , itemj) ≥ α then
itemj1 → R item; // Put itemj1 into the entity candidate set R item
else
itemj1 × R item; // Do not put itemj1 into the user candidate set R item
end if
end for
Figure 7 shows the general flow of Algorithm 2. In this figure, if the current
user has purchased an entity itemj, then each entity from the entity library will be
selected to calculate the similarity with the entity itemj, if the similarity is bigger
than or equal to the threshold α, then this entity itemj1 needs to be added to the
entity candidate set R item.








Add to the entity candidate set 




current user other users
itemj itemj1 other items
The current user has purchased an entity 
Figure 7. The flow of entity candidate set algorithm
4.4.3 User Interest Algorithm
The recommendation system concerns about if the user is really interested in the rec-
ommended entity, which can be measured by if a user purchased the recommended
entity ultimately. In this study, we propose a user interest degree calculation method
to decide whether to recommend an entity to the current user or not. The method
is shown in Algorithm 3. The user interest I(friendi2|itemj2 , itemj2 ∈ R item) repre-
sents the interested degree of the user in the user candidate set R user to the entity
in the entity candidate set R item. If the user interest degree is greater than or
equal to the threshold β, then the entity itemj2 will be recommended to the current
user friendi2 . The time complexity of this algorithm is (n ∗m logm), where n rep-
resents the number of users in the user candidate set and m represents the number
of entities in the entity candidate set R item0 of the current entity.
Figure 8 shows the general flow of Algorithm 3. In this figure, first, each friend
user friendi2 is selected from the user candidate set R user of the current user,
and each entity is selected from the entity candidate set R item that contains the
entities purchased by the current user. Then, calculate the user interest degree of the
user friendi2 to the entity itemj2 , denoted by I(friendi2 |itemj2), if the user interest
degree is greater than or equal to the threshold β, then the entity itemj2 will be
recommended to the friend user friendi2 .
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Algorithm 3 Calculate user interest
for int i2 = 1; i2 < length(R item), friendi2 ∈ R user; i2++ do
for int j2 = 1; j2 < length(R item), itemj2 ∈ R item; j2++ do
if I(friendi2 |itemj2) ≥ β then
itemj2 7→ friendi2 ; // Recommend entity itemj2 to user friendi2
else











Selected from the entity candidate set 
Recommend itemj2 to friendi2
Friendi2 and  itemj2
itemj2
R_user
Selected from the user candidate set 
friendi2
itemj2 friendi2
Recommend entity to user
Figure 8. The flow of the user interest algorithm
4.4.4 The Comprehensive Module of the Recommendation Algorithm
The previous three sub-sections describe the user candidate set algorithm, the en-
tity candidate set algorithm and the user interest degree algorithm, respectively.
These algorithms are mainly used for estimating the corresponding recommenda-
tion factors. Based on these factors, we will introduce a comprehensive module
recommendation algorithm in this section. The main purpose of the algorithm is to
retrieve the appropriate entity in the entity candidate set R item, and recommend
it to the user in the user candidate set R user. The method in detail is shown in
Algorithm 4.
In this algorithm, the user relationship in social network is considered as a tree
structure. The corresponding nodes in the tree structure can be considered as user
nodes. First, based on the tree structure, calculate the user relationship strength
between the user and the user’s friend based on Algorithm 1. Second, calculate
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the entity similarity between the purchased entity and other entities in the entity
candidate set based on Algorithm 2. Then, calculate the user interest degree about
the user in the user candidate set for the entity in the entity candidate set based
on Algorithm 3. At last, recommend the entity in the entity candidate set that
satisfies the conditions to the user in the corresponding user candidate set. The
time complexity of this algorithm is O(n ∗m logm), where n represents the number
of users in the user candidate set and m represents the number of entities in the
entity candidate set R item0 of the current entity.
Algorithm 4 in detail is described in the following, which is the core of the
multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation method under the social network
environment.
If a user a purchased an entity itemj, then retrieve the friend set friend(a) of
the user a. If a user bi belongs to friend(a) and the closeness between user bi and
user a is bigger than or equal to the threshold γ, at the same time, the user bi has
not purchased the entity itemj, then the following steps will be performed.
Step 1: Retrieve the candidate recommendation set R item of the entity itemj (not-
ing that R item has already contained itemj) by calculating sim(itemk, itemj).
If the sim(itemk, itemj) is bigger than or equal to the threshold α, then put the
entity itemk into the set R item.
Step 2: For each user bi in friend(a), calculate the user strength closeness(bi, a)
between the user bi and a, if closeness(bi, a) is greater than or equal to γ, then
put the user bi into the set R user. After that, calculate the user interest degree
I(bi|itemk ∈ R item), if I(bi|itemk ∈ R item) is greater than or equal to the
threshold β, then recommend the entity itemk to the user bi.
Step 3: The nodes of all the recommended entities are marked as Cp, regarding
Cp as a. Then the recommended entity in the recommendation candidate set
R item from Step 1 is continued to be recommended to the user a’s friends, then
repeat Step 2. Finally, the recommendation algorithm will end until all the users
have been traversed in the social network.
The recommendation algorithm process is shown in Figure 9. The left side
of this figure shows the calculation process of the user candidate set and the en-




To evaluate the performance of the multi-dimensional comprehensive recommenda-
tion algorithm based on social networks, we implemented some experiments using
Douban reading dataset and Sina Weibo dataset. Douban reading is a website about
reading books, which can recommend corresponding books to users. In our crawled
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Algorithm 4 General recommendation process
Input: The set of all users User
Output: User interest between the user and the item
if User != ∅ then
Vector 〈int〉 preorderTraversal (TreeNode ∗ curuser);
vector 〈int〉 ret;








Get user candidate set R user;
Get entity candidate set R item;
Calculate user interest;
if tp→ right != NULL then
st.push(tp→ right);
Get user candidate set R user;
Get entity candidate set R item;
Calculate user interest;
end if
if tp→ left != NULL then
st.push(tp→ left);
Get user candidate set R user;









Douban reading data, it contains 55 328 books in total, and each book contains cor-
responding information, including the serial number (a unique identifier corresponds
to one book), book name, review score, price, category, retailer and user ID. Sina
Weibo website is the largest micro-blogging site in China, which owns excellent social
network features. In our crawled Sina Weibo data, it contains 63 641 user records,
and each user record contains information including user ID, user nickname, user’s
province, user’s city, user’s gender, the number of fans of the user, the number of










Comprehensive Module Set Algorithm
User Candidate Set Algorithm
R_item
Friend(a) R-user
The user purchased the entity The user did not purchase the entity
sim(itemk , itemj)≥γ Recommendate the entity to the userfriendship
Entity Candidate Set Algorithm
User Interest Algorithm
the user a the user a’s friend bi the rest of the user a’s friends
the entity itemj the entity of itemj’s related entity itemk the rest of the itemj’s related entities
Figure 9. The overall process of the recommendation algorithm
friends of the user, the set of friends’ ID of the users, the comments between friends
and the number of interactions.
Since we proposed a multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation system
based on trust under the social network environment, the social network data and
the e-commerce website data need to be linked. In this experiment, the fast login
method, which means register an account in the commercial website by using the
account in the social network, was chosen to solve this problem. Then the link
between the user accounts in Sina Weibo and accounts in Douban reading can be
established.
After retrieving user information and book information from Douban reading
and Sina Weibo website, and establishing the user association between two datasets,
we created a related table in Table 2. This table demonstrates the related data
structure and description, which contains user account (userID), friend set account
(friendsID), friend set number (friendsetNo), comment number (commentNo) and
interaction frequency number (frequencyNo). To put it shortly, the friendsetNo
represents the closeness between the current user and the current user’s friends,
the commentNo represents the comments between the current user and the current
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user’s friends, and the frequencyNo indicates the interaction frequency between the
current user and the current user’s friends.
Return Value Field Field Description
userID User account
friendID Friend account
friendsetNo Friend set number
commentNo Comment number
frequencyNo Interaction frequency number
Table 2. Related data structure and description
Then, the experiment is implemented by the following four steps. First, the
user’s behavior dataset is divided into 8 parts randomly, one part is used as the test
set and the remaining seven parts are used as the training set. Second, train the user
interest model using the training set, and get the weights γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4, which are
required for estimating the strength of the user relationship, get the weights α1, α2,
α3 and α4, which are required for estimating the similarity of the entities, and get the
recommended thresholds α, β and γ for each dimension based on the above results.
Then, predict user behaviors on the test set using the thresholds retrieved from the
previous steps, and define a triplet cE = (usera, userb, comm Entity) that represents
the common set of entities purchased by the user usera and the user userb. At last,
evaluate the prediction result on the test set by using some evaluation measurements
that will be introduced in Section 5.2.
5.2 The Evaluation Metrics of the Recommendation Method
In the experiment, three evaluation metrics were used to validate the performance
of the recommendation algorithm, including precision, recall, and F1-score. By
comparing the recommended items with the user’s true selection records, we can






where R(u) is the recommendation list of each user according to the user behaviors
in the training set, B(u) is the behavior list of each user in the testing set. And the
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5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we will show our experimental results and analyze the results from
three aspects, which are social network analysis, weight setting and experimental
results.
5.3.1 Social Network Analysis
The proposed multi-dimensional comprehensive recommendation algorithm is based
on user relationship strength in social network. In this section, we utilized Gephi
tools [37] to draw the graph of user relationship, and then analyzed the relationship
strength between users. The indegree of the user node represents the number of
fans of the current user, and the outdegree of the user node represents the number
of users that the current user followed.
In order to show the characteristics of the network topology, only a part of
data is selected from the dataset for displaying in this experiment. Figure 10 a)
shows that the approximate distribution of user degrees in Sina Weibo dataset (there
were 2347 user nodes and 5001 edges). The distribution of power obeys the power
law distribution, which shows that the Sina Weibo dataset is a network topology
with no scale characteristics. Figure 10 b) shows the user relationship structure
in social network, where each red dot represents a user. It is obvious that some
users gathered to a cluster, which can indicate that these users belong to the same
community. The average path length of the dataset selected in this study is 4.218,
which means the network structure conforms to the features of the small-world
network. In summary, the network model constructed by the Sina Weibo dataset
owns the scale-free and small-world characteristics. Therefore, it is proved that the
selected dataset is effective for analysis.
5.3.2 Weight Setting
In this section, first, the four weights γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 are trained through experi-
ments, which will be used to calculate the strength of user relationship. Second, the
four weights α1, α2, α3 and α4 are trained to calculate the entity similarity. Third,
the recommendation thresholds α, β and γ are trained for each recommendation di-
mension. Finally, by using the thresholds and weights calculated above, we compare
the performance of our proposed method with some traditional recommendation
methods.
Firstly, since the source user’s characteristic will affect the target user, the
weights γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 that represent comment stability, mutual reliability, inter-
active frequency, and common neighbors and similar communities need to be consid-

















i=1 γ4i, where n denotes the number of all relevant user
pairs in the Sina Weibo dataset, γ1i, γ2i, γ3i and γ4i indicate the comment stability,




Figure 10. a) The distribution of user degree, b) the structure diagram of social network
munities of the ith user group, respectively. In this study, the values of γ1, γ2, γ3
and γ4 are set to 0.10, 0.40, 0.25 and 0.25, shown in Table 3, and the sum of γ1, γ2,
γ3 and γ4 is 1.
Symbol Description Value
γ1 the stability weights for comments between users 0.10
γ2 the weight of mutual reliability between users 0.40
γ3 the weight of interactive frequency between users 0.25
γ4 the weight of common neighbors and similar community 0.25
Table 3. The corresponding weights setting of user relationship strength
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Since the four weights will make different impacts on user relationship strength,
the influence degree of each weight on the recommendation results needs to be
examined. When the values of γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 are set to 0, 0.40, 0.25 and 0.25,
respectively, the influence of the stability between users can be examined. When
the values of γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 are set to 0.10, 0, 0.25 and 0.25, respectively, the
influence of the mutual reliability between users can be examined. When the values
of γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 are set to 0.10, 0.40, 0 and 0.25, respectively, the influence of
the interactive frequency between users can be examined. And when the values of
γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4 are set to 0.10, 0.40, 0.25 and 0, respectively, the influence of the
common neighbors and similar community can be examined.
Figure 11 shows the result of precision, recall, and F1-score by using different
weights. The result of the original weights is shown in green color, which is clearly
the best result. The precision, recall, and F1-score are the lowest when γ2 is 0, γ1
is 0.1, γ3 is 0.25 and γ4 is 0.25, which is shown in light brown color. The precision,
recall and F1-score results are about 23.2 %, 23.3 % and 23.4 % lower than the orig-
inal recommendation model. Therefore, compared with the other three factors, the
mutual reliability has a greater impact on the strength of user relationship.
Figure 11. The results of using different γ1, γ2, γ3 and γ4
Secondly, the four weights α1, α2, α3 and α4 are required to calculate the entity
similarity. Since both the category, price, comment, and sale of entities will affect the
entity similarity to some extent, the values of α1, α2, α3 and α4 need to be considered
















i=1 α4i, where m denotes the number of all the relevant book
pairs in Douban reading dataset, α1i, α2i, α3i and α4i indicate the category, price,
comment, and sale of the ith books group, respectively. In this study, the values of
the α1, α2, α3 and α4 are set to 0.35, 0.28, 0.27 and 0.10, respectively, shown in
Table 4, and the sum of α1, α2, α3 and α4 is 1.
Since the four weights will make different impacts on entity similarity, the in-
fluence degree of each weight on the recommendation results will be examined in
this study as well. When the values of α1, α2, α3 and α4 are set to 0, 0.28, 0.27
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Symbol Description Value
α1 category weight 0.35
α2 price weight 0.28
α3 comment weight 0.27
α4 sale weight 0.10
Table 4. The corresponding weights setting of entity similarity
and 0.10, respectively, the influence of the category weight can be examined. When
the values of α1, α2, α3 and α4 are set to 0.35, 0, 0.27 and 0.10, respectively, the
influence of the price weight can be examined. When the values of α1, α2, α3 and
α4 are set to 0.35, 0.28, 0 and 0.10, respectively, the influence of the comment
weight can be examined. And when the values of α1, α2, α3 and α4 are set to
0.35, 0.28, 0.27 and 0, respectively, the influence of the sale weight can be exam-
ined.
Figure 12 shows the result of precision, recall, and F1-score by using different
weights of α1, α2, α3 and α4. The result shows that the original weight setting can
achieve the best result, which is shown in dark green color. When α2 is 0, α1 is
0.35, α3 is 0.27, and α4 is 0.10, shown in dark brown color, the values of precision,
recall, and F1-score are the lowest, which are approximately 21.7 %, 21.8 % and
21.9 % lower than using the original weight. Therefore, compared with the other
three factors, the category has a greater impact on entity similarity.
Figure 12. The results of using different α1, α2, α3 and α4
At last, the results of using different recommendation thresholds α, β and γ are
shown in Table 5. The evaluation of the results is based on precision, recall and
F1-score as well. When α is set to 0.3, β is set to 0.4 and γ is set to 0.3, emphasized
in bold font, the proposed model can achieve the best performance.
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(α, β, γ) Precision Recall F1-score
(0.2, 0.6, 0.2) 0.246 0.239 0.242
(0.3, 0.5, 0.2) 0.249 0.245 0.247
(0.4, 0.4, 0.2) 0.253 0.249 0.251
(0.5, 0.3, 0.2) 0.258 0.256 0.257
(0.6, 0.2, 0.2) 0.264 0.262 0.263
(0.2, 0.5, 0.3) 0.267 0.262 0.264
(0.3, 0.4, 0.3) 0.272 0.266 0.269
(0.4, 0.3, 0.3) 0.270 0.267 0.268
(0.5, 0.2, 0.3) 0.263 0.261 0.262
(0.2, 0.4, 0.4) 0.261 0.259 0.260
(0.3, 0.3, 0.4) 0.259 0.255 0.257
(0.4, 0.2, 0.4) 0.257 0.252 0.254
(0.2, 0.3, 0.5) 0.256 0.252 0.254
(0.3, 0.2, 0.5) 0.253 0.249 0.251
(0.2, 0.2, 0.6) 0.241 0.237 0.239
Table 5. The values of Precision, Recall and F1-score for different (α, β, γ) pairs
5.3.3 Experimental Results
Finally, we compare our proposed method with some traditional recommendation
methods using the same dataset. If our proposed method considers the entity sim-
ilarity only, it will become the traditional content-based recommendation method;
if it considers the strength of user relationship only, it will become the traditional
social network-based recommendation method; if it considers the entity similarity
and the user relationship strength only, it will become the knowledge-based recom-
mendation method; and if the user relationship strength is not considered in our
proposed method, it will become the traditional entity-based collaborative filtering
recommendation method. In order to express conveniently, PNMCRS is used to
represent our proposed method in this study, SNRS is used to represent the so-
cial network-based recommendation system method, KRS is used to represent the
knowledge-based recommendation system method, CRS is used to represent the
content-based recommendation system method, and CFRS is used to represent the
collaborative filtering recommendation system method.
The comparison result is shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that our pro-
posed comprehensive recommendation method has the highest accuracy, recall, and
F1-score, which are 0.207, 0.218, and 0.212, respectively, following by the social
network-based recommendation method, which are 0.203, 0.217 and 0.210, respec-
tively. This is mainly because the traditional Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
and Jaccard mean squared error (JMSD) are discarded when we calculate the user
relationship strength in this study, however, the four aspects, which are comment
stability, mutual reliability, interaction frequency, common neighbors and similar
communities are taken into account. In general, the result proves that our proposed
method can perform best when recommending entities to target users.
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Figure 13. The three evaluation indicators of the proposed recommendation method and
the traditional recommendation method
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In social networks, mutual impact among users is common and inevitable. Improv-
ing recommendation performance from the perspective of user relationship strength
is of great significance. In this paper, we propose a multi-dimensional recom-
mendation algorithm from the perspective of user relationship strength in social
network to improve the recommendation performance, which uses the user rela-
tionship, the similarity of entities and the degree of user interest information in
three-level modeling comprehensively. In order to validate the effectiveness of our
proposed model, we compared the performance of this novel model with some tra-
ditional recommendation models using the real-world dataset from Douban read-
ing and Sina Weibo websites. The results of our experiments have demonstrated
the excellent performance of our proposed model and its effectiveness on our ex-
isting dataset. The experimental results have been analyzed, which are consis-
tent with the expected results. The proposed model can discover the interest
degree of users and optimize the recommendation via multi-dimensional compre-
hensive recommendation factors based on user relationship strength in social net-
work.
There are two major limitations in this study that could be addressed in fu-
ture research. First, we ignore the behavior of some users who do not log in to
the e-commerce platform through their social network accounts when implementing
cross-platform data connection. In the future, we will retrieve more data to consider
multiple login methods. Second, if the entity purchase time and information prop-
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agation time in social network can be considered in the recommendation algorithm
as well, the accuracy may be further improved.
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